GOVERNMENT OF RAJASTHAN
HOME DEPARTMENT

No.F.33(2)Home/Gr.9/2019

To:

1. All Collectors & District Magistrates
2. Commissioner Police, Jaipur / Jodhpur
3. All District Superintendents of Police
   Rajasthan

Sub: Clarification in respect of Implementation Orders of even number dated May 2, 2020.

Based on queries received, the following clarification is issued in respect of the Implementation Orders dated May 2, 2020 for the Modified Lock Down in the period May 4th to May 17th, 2020:

1. Industries outside industrial areas in Municipal areas in Red / Orange Zones
   Such stand-alone industries in municipal area that have labour / staff residing within its premises and have access control can also be opened.

   Condition: They adhere to all the stipulated conditions of safety etc. and the labour remains within the premises.

2. Hassle – free operation of Industries
   The nature and kinds of industries that can operate in the Red / Orange zones, during lockdown has been stated clearly in the Implementation Orders dated May 2nd, 2020 issued by Home Department. No permission is required for such industries to operate. The terms and conditions have also been clearly stated in the said Order and no other guidelines are required. No Industry can open in the Containment Zone.

   Accordingly, District administration will not stop any industry in the “permitted” category to close down operations based on any verbal or written orders, if it has not violated the stipulated conditions. In any other case, if it is felt necessary, the Collector will seek prior approval from Home Department.
3. **Weigh Bridges**
   All kinds of goods and mineral etc. transportation is permitted. Weigh bridges are an integral part of the production — goods / product transportation chain. Hence all weigh bridges are permitted to be open, following the required safety protocols.

4. **One time transportation of labour** within the State from one district (any zone) to another (any zone) for work at construction site or industry in permitted category on stay-at-work-site basis.

   This may be **permitted** with the following **conditions**:
   (1) Employer will make available dedicated transport (own / hired) vehicle.
   (2) Permit will be issued by the Collector of the district in which the work site / industry is located. Copies of the same will be sent to the Collectors concerned, including enroute districts.
   (3) All prescribed safety precautions shall be adhered to during the journey like sanitization of bus, social distancing face masks etc.
   (4) The labour shall be housed at site with the required hygienic and other safety precautions.
   (5) This will not be applicable for construction sites in municipal areas of red / orange zones, where only such sites are permitted where labour is already residing within.

5. **No Movement during the period 7 pm to 7 am**

   **Exceptions** include:
   (1) Police / District administration staff on active field duty and Government officials related directly with Lockdown implementation.
   (2) Doctors and other medical / para-medical staff (government / private) on shift / emergency duty.
   (3) Individuals for medical emergency (with attendant) and any other exceptional emergency which is justified.
   (4) Owner / Staff of chemist shops – as per conditions stated at Point 6.
   (5) Movement of trucks

6. **Work places that may remain open post 6 pm**
   (1) Factories with production of continuous nature
   (2) Factories having night shifts
   (3) IT and ITeS companies
      **Condition** : They will manage the shifts in such way that there is no movement of labour / staff on roads during the period 7 PM to 7 AM and that the shifts are spaced in the manner prescribed.
   (4) Chemist shops
Condition: Special pass may be obtained from District Administration / Police for owner / staff to travel back home post 7 pm. The pass will state the name of the person, vehicle number, location of the chemist shop and the home address to ensure that such journey back is specific.

7. Private offices
There are some Companies that have their main office in one of the show rooms in municipal area of red / orange zones but are managing outlets etc. across the district / other districts, where the same are permitted activity. These may also be opened.
Condition: Only the office part shall be opened and not the showroom and no sale shall be done from these premises. Other conditions of 33% staff and safety precautions prescribed for work place to be followed.

8. Permitted vehicles
In addition to the permitted category of personal vehicles in red / orange zones, Companies are also permitted to provide dedicated vehicles for bringing their staff from home to office and back. This includes own company vehicles and hired (contract vehicles (buses / cabs).
Condition:
(1) Permit for such vehicles be obtained from the District Administration
(2) Such vehicles shall observe the stipulated conditions of sanitization and social distancing. Four-wheelers shall not have more than driver plus two persons.
(3) They will ply only for the express purpose contracted for by the Company, i.e. for staff movement as stated above.

9. Inter-State permission
Inter- State travel permission shall be issued only by the Collector & District Magistrate, and only for the purposes permitted by MHA.
No such permits shall be issued by any other official, including Police and Transport Department officials.

RTO / DTO shall only issue the permits under the MV Act, as required, and not any permission for inter-state travel during the lock down.

(Rajeeva Swarup)
Additional Chief Secretary
Copy for information and necessary action to the following:

1. Principal Secretary to Chief Minister
2. Director General of Police
3. Additional Chief Secretary, Industries
4. Secretary, Labour Deptt.
5. Managing Director, RIICO.
6. Commissioner, Transport
7. All Divisional Commissioners
8. All Range IG/DIGs
9. Deputy Secretary to CS
10. DIPR.

(P.C. Berwal)
Special Secretary to Govt.